
GEBZE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY  DIRECTIVE FOR INTERNATIONAL 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS 

Basis, Purpose , Content 

Article-1 

These “principles” are arranged for  the purpose of identify the acceptance rules looked for 

the foreign students apply to have graduate degree  education and teaching  at (GIT), 

according to the  Gebze Instıtute of Technology  (GIT) graduate degree education 

regulations. 

The institutes, if needed,  with condition of staying in this regulations and these “Senate 

Principles” frame, may request additional rules. 

About the subjects not stated in these “principles”  the present regulations statements and 

related regulations. 

Required Education Documents for Applicants 

Article-2 

From the foreign students who apply to have a graduate degree at GIT, except the 

documents will be demanded to stay in Turkey needed for related regulations, the 

documents will be demanded for the education of the applicants are indicated below. 

a) Application form. 

b) For applying to the graduate degree programmes under graduate diploma, for 

applying to the doctorate degree programmes, graduate degree diploma.(For the 

diplomas taken from foreign country higher education institutions 

c) If the completed graduate or undergraduate programme’s record of lessons 

document is not in English or Turkish, certificated records of lessons document 

translated to English(If the records of lessons document is in Turkish, there is no deed 

to translate). 

d) The applicants have to supply the ALES point condition for the programme they 

applicated stated in the entrance exams notice for the Turkish students. In this scope 

instead of ALES document, GRE/GMAT exam results are recognised too. (For ALES 

and GRE/GMAT exams points the conversion table to be obtained from GIT students 

affairs Office, may be used.)   

Also from the students who started their graduate study period at our universitie’s 

institutes or another higher education institute, the ones who, apply for the Phd programme 

by at most having a break for one term after completing their studies, the students who 

have a break at most for one term because of their records are deleted after they start 



graduate study, or the students who have a break at most one term and then again apply for 

another programme, their former ALES or equivalent documents are valid. 

e) If in the related department programme the teaching is 30% in English, the applicant 

has to get at least 80 points from ÜDS or an equivalent exams. (In this case if the 

applicant wants to have Turkish courses he/she has to have the TÖMER certificate). 

- If in the related department programme the teaching is only in Turkish, the applicant 

has to have the TÖMER certificate). 

f) If the applicant has applied for with the Turkish compedence certificate, he/she must 

supply the English language condition graduate/Phd entrance exam which is noticed 

for the Turkish students. 

Other Conditions 

Article-3 

1. The quota fort he foreign students is determined as being not more than the 20% of 

the Turkish students quota noticed fort he provided graduate and Phd programmes. 

2. The applicants, with the condition of their diplomas are suitable fort he applied 

programme, at most have two programmes tho choose for graduate and doctora. 

3. From the point of education and teaching the foreign students are also dependant 

the regulations for Turkish students. 

4. The registration procedures and other issues of the students whose applications are 

accepted executed by GIT student affairs Office. The register of the student without a 

student visa is not executed. 

5. If the applicants who have the right of register, do not register within the noticed 

register time loose their register rights. 

Enforcement  

Article-4 

These “principles” are enforced by the time it is accepted by GIT senate. 

Operation 

Article-5 

 These “principles” are operated by the presidency of Gebze Institute of Technology. 

 

 


